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Aikido and the Dynamic Sphere by A. Westbrook (0-8048-0004-9)
Budo by M. Ueshiba (4-7700-1532-1)
Aikido by K. Ueshiba (0-87040-629-9)
The New Aikido Complete by Y. Yamada (0-8184-0301-2)
The Spirit of Aikido by K. Ueshiba (0-87011-850-1)
The Principles of Aikido by M. Saotome (0-87773-409-7)
Aikido and the Harmony of Nature by M. Saotome (0-87773-151-1)
Aikido in Everyday Life by T. Dobson (1-55643-151-1)
It's a lot like dancing ..an aikido journey by T. Dobson (1-883319-02-1)
Aikido for Life by G. Homma (1-55643-078-7)
Mastery by G. Leonard (0-452-26756-0)
Samadhi by M. Sayama (0-88706-147-8)
The Sword of No-Sword by J. Stevens (0-87773-284-1)
Ki: A Practical Guide for Westerners by W. Reed (0-87040-640-X)
Book of Ki by K. Tohei (0-87040-379-6)

COURTESY IN THE DOJO
Courtesy in the Dojo is an important part of Aikido. The Aikido Dojo is the place where
we cleanse and enrich our mind/body. Such a place offers effective use only when it is
filled with feelings of respect, gratitude, right attitude, and positive mutual support. When
you come into the dojo, you will notice that every one works very hard and sincerely to
maintain these feelings because it creates a harmonious atmosphere, and it is an
excellent means of self-improvement. Any feelings to the contrary should be left outside
the dojo. Following traditional forms of etiquette in the dojo is an essential aspect of our
training and should be practiced with sincerity.
Courtesy in the Dojo, as anywhere else, basically means thinking of other fellow before
you think of yourself. There are, however, a few signs of good manners which are
particular to a Dojo alone. They are very simple, but you should check yourself to make
sure you don't forget to do the following:
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Bow, upon entering and exiting the dojo.
Bow, when stepping on and off the training mat.
All participants should be sitting in attentive meditation at least five minutes
before class is scheduled to start and await the instructor's arrival on the mat.
Meditation calms the mind, and it is desirable that everyone, students and
spectators alike, in the dojo be silent during meditation.
Before each training session, “Shomen ni Rei” bow to the Shomen, and then
“Sensei ni Rei” to the instructor, saying “onegai shimasu,” which translates as “I
place myself under your teaching.”
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After each training session, “Shomen ni Rei” bow again to the Shomen, and
“Sensei ni Rei” to the instructor, saying “Thank you, sensei.” or “Domo arigato
gozaimashita, Sensei,” then “Otagai ni Rei” bow to your partners.
It is proper to let the instructor know if you are not able to stay the whole class
period before class and to ask the instructor permission when you are ready to
leave or if you are late for class. Wait at the side of the mat until the instructor
signals that you may join the class.
Remember to show respect to each partner with a bow at the beginning and end
of each practice session. Thanking him/her for practicing with you. Your partner is
not your opponent. Techniques are learned through him/her and with him/her. It
should be a pleasure to be thrown as well as to throw. Each movement in Aikido
teaches the principles and spirit of Aikido and should be practiced sincerely.
Remember at all times that you are practicing with your partner for mutual selfimprovement and that, regardless of rank, you should be able to learn something
from each other.
Once engaged in the practice of Aikido, clear your mind of everything but the
lessons given and the principles of Aikido. Practice with unity of mind and body.
Keep talking on the mat to an absolute minimum. Aikido is experience.
Care should be taken to be aware of the ability of your partner so that no injuries
occur. It is never necessary to demonstrate or prove your physical strength while
practicing with your partner. Doing so is apt to result in injury and resentment on
the part of your partner who is here to learn mind-body unification and participate
in a harmonious experience.
When approaching an instructor on the mat, whether you ask him, or he calls
you, bow first and at the end. Never yell out “Sensei” and/or beckon for
instruction – go up to him or her and bow.
It is inappropriate for a student (including black belts) to offer instruction when he
or she is not formally teaching the class, or has not been specifically requested to
assist by the instructor. This is an essential point of your personal development,
and should be followed carefully, particularly among those who, perhaps, assist
or teach in others classes.
Do Not: sit on the mat with their back to the Shomen, sit with legs stretched out,
lie on the mat, lean against a wall, wear rings or watches, chew gum, have long
finger or toenails, wear dirty or torn uniform, leave the mat for water, etc.
Keep in mind that Dojo refers not only to the mat, but to the entire area inside the
building. Maintaining quiet and practicing courtesy in the dojo pertain to all areas
in the building.
When observing class, spectators should remain quiet out of respect for the
instructor and practicing students.
Take time to greet new students or visitors. Remember how you felt when you
were new in any group and how it feels to left out. Aikido does not recognize any
difference between the sexes; or any other ʻdifferenceʼ; we are aiming toward
mind-body unification and we must learn to extend it to all of life, not just for use
on the mat.
Always try to out-do yourself in showing respect and gratitude to each other. At
all times --- show respect and gratitude to your fellow men.

GLOSSARY OF AIKIDO WORDS
AIKIDO: AI - harmony KI - spirit, energy DO - way, path
BOKKEN: wooden sword
BUDO: way of martial arts
DAN: black belt rank
DESHI: student, disciple
DOJO: training hall
GI (DOGI): training wear
HAKAMA: black formal garment worn over gi bottoms
HANMI-HANDAACHI: nage is kneeling and uke is standing
HARA: the lower abdomen symbolizes existence
HIJI: elbow
IRIMI (OMOTE): entering direction
JO (BO): wooden staff
KAKARI-GEIKO: group training
KATA: shoulder
KATA-TE: one hand
KIAI: strong deep breathing with voice and ki
KAITEN-NAGE: revolving throw
KOKYU: breathing, timing
KOKYU-DOSA: calming exercise in seiza with partner
KOTE-GAESHI: wrist reversal
KUBI-SHIME: choke
KYU: rank before black belt
MAAI (MAWAI): proper distance
MOCHI: to hold
MUNE-TSUKI: stomach punch
NAGE: throw, person leading
OBI: belt
RANDORI: free exercise
REI: bow, salutation
RYO-TE: both hands
SEIZA: formal kneeling posture sitting with calmness

SENSEI: teacher, used as a title
SHOMEN: forehead, front
SHIHO-NAGE: 4 direction throw
SHODAN: 1st degree black belt
SHUGYO: practicing a "do"
SUWARI-WAZA: kneeling technique
TANTO: knife (wooden in Aikido)
TE: hand
TE-KUBI: wrist
TENCHI-NAGE: (Ten) heaven, (chi) earth; tenchi means universe
TENKAN (URA): turning, initial harmony
TORI (DORI): take, catch, grab, also leading
UCHI: strike
UCHI-DESHI: inner disciple
UKE: person being thrown or lead
UKEMI: art of rolling or falling
USHIRO:

behind, rear, back

WAZA: technique
YOKOMEN: side, side of head
ONEGAI-SHIMASU: humble request. In Aikido, spoken as a salutation before practice.
More vocabulary term and definitions can be found at: http://www.aikiweb.com/wiki/
Vocabulary?wiki_session=ef6e49df63f29b524c259954973bcad7

